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ORACLE SERIALIZATION AND 
TRACKING INTEGRATION PACK 
FOR ORACLE PEDIGREE AND 
SERIALIZATION MANAGER AND 
ORACLE E-BUSINESS SUITE  

 

   
KEY FEATURES  

 

• Built-in business process 

maps to enable capture of 

shipment and return 

transactions. 

• Synchronized product, lot, 

and work order information. 

• Customizable data 

synchronization. 

• Pre-built user interface links 

between OPSM and EBS. 

• Enterprise Business Objects 

used:  

• Item Lot EBO 

• Advance Shipment Notice 

EBO 

• Shipment Receipt EBO 

 
The Oracle Serialization and Tracking Integration Pack combines 

the serialization and pedigree management capabilities of Oracle 

Pedigree and Serialization Manager (OPSM) with Oracle E-

Business Suite’s (EBS) robust inventory, manufacturing and order 

management applications. Oracle Application Integration 

Architecture (AIA) replaces the traditional enterprise application 

integration with flexible, pre-built, standards-based business process 

integration solutions. As an Application Integration Architecture 

offering, the Serialization and Tracking Process Integration Pack 

includes all the necessary business process models you need out-of-

the-box. Plus, the AIA adaptable framework enables you to extend 

the integration to accommodate your specific business needs. 

Data Synchronization 

Keeping data consistent between the transactional systems and Oracle Pedigree and 

Serialization Manager (OPSM) is critical for both serialization and keeping 

transactional information up-to-date. The functionality included with the Oracle 

Serialization and Tracking Integration Pack addresses the issue of data 

synchronization between systems for item and product information, as well as lot 

information.   

Synchronized Item and Product Information 

Items created in Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) are synchronized to OPSM using 

either the Product Synchronization capability or the Define Product and Item Cross 

Reference page. The Product Synchronization feature enables a bulk load of items 

into OPSM from the transactional systems, allowing the transfer of large volumes of 

data at one time. This feature is configurable so the user can identify the items being 

synchronized, the owning source system allowed to synchronize, and whether a full 

or incremental load of the data should be performed. 
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Cross Referencing an EBS Item to an OPSM Product   

Synchronized Lot Information 

As with item information, synchronization of lot data, including lot expiration dates, 

is also essential for accurate serial data management and tracking. The Serialization 

and Tracking Integration Pack provides real-time lot synchronization capabilities to 

ensure that any updates to the lot in the transactional system can be quickly and 

easily mirrored in Oracle Pedigree and Serialization Manager (OPSM). 

The integration pack also provides a bulk lot synchronization feature which can be 

used during initial implementation of OPSM to synchronize pre-existing lot data. It 

can also be used as a data recovery feature in the event that there are any server 

communication issues between systems.    

 Product Serialization  

The Product Serialization process integration encompasses the reservation of serials 

for discrete manufacturing jobs and process manufacturing batches and the 

commissioning of serials.    

Serial Reservation for Discrete Manufacturing Jobs and Process 

Manufacturing Batches  

Work Order Serialization is a business process that creates serial generation requests 

within Oracle Pedigree and Serialization Manager (OPSM) based on manufacturing 

output from Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) transactions.  Discrete Manufacturing 

jobs and Process Manufacturing Batches are uploaded to OPSM and analyzed to 

determine whether serials should be created or decommissioned.  Serials are created 

for new orders, new products on an existing order, or when there is an increase to an 

existing order that exceeds the OPSM serial overage amount.  Serials are 

decommissioned when an order is cancelled or terminated.  Both full extract and net 

change extract of Discrete Job and Process Batch information is available.  The 

integration between OPSM and EBS keeps serial information current with what is 
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happening during the manufacturing process.    

Commission Serials  

In the manufacturing world, commissioning serials typically occurs when a label 

printed with the serial number has been applied to the product and it is read at the 

end of the packaging line.  Any serials that are not commissioned remain in a 

reserved status and are just virtual numbers that are not associated with physical 

product packages. 

Statuses in OPSM are very similar.  Commissioned serials in OPSM are those that 

have been associated to a specific product and lot. Reserved serials in OPSM have 

not been associated to a product and lot; so in essence, these serial numbers are still 

virtual numbers waiting to be used. Finally, there is a Decommissioned status.  

Serials can be decommissioned for several reasons.  For example, if a process batch 

or discrete job is cancelled, any associated serials are decommissioned.  If a process 

batch is terminated, any serials for that batch that are still at a reserved status are 

also decommissioned.   

Allowing the user to commission the serials directly from the Discrete 

Manufacturing Job or Process Manufacturing Batch  helps reduce data entry errors 

since information such as document number, product / item, etc. will automatically 

be transferred to the OPSM interface window.  

  

 
Commissioning Serials from a Discrete Job 

 

Transaction Synchronization 

The Serialized Item Tracking process integration is used to record shipment 

transactions and shipment receipt return transactions of OPSM Integrated items from 

Oracle E-Business Suite to Oracle Pedigree and Serialization Manager (OPSM). 

Real-Time Capture and Validation of Shipment and Return 
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Transactions  

Finally, the serialized item tracking integration ensures real-time capture of 

shipment and return transaction data as they occur in Oracle E-Business Suite 

(EBS).  Transaction information including order number, order type, item, trading 

partners (ship to, ship from, sold to, sold by), product, lot, containerization, and item 

genealogy are recorded in OPSM either through an advance shipment notice (ASN) 

or return shipment receipt.  If products are serialized by OPSM, the serials are 

validated at shipment.  If products are serialized by EBS, the serials and serialized 

components (genealogy) can be uploaded to OPSM as part of processing the ASN.  

Optionally, shipments or return transactions to internal customers where no change 

of ownership occurs can also be captured in OPSM.   

In addition to tracking, this integration provides data validation points that can be 

used for identifying potential problems within your distribution system. OPSM 

checks the serial data that is sent in through the advance shipment notice to ensure 

that those serials are not already in a shipped state. It also verifies that any returned 

serialized items were indeed shipped from your business. Both of these validations 

can aid in the identification of potentially fraudulent data.   

Usage of Inference 

The ability to transact at the higher level container or product packaging level is 

vital to support production of high volumes of serialized products.  OPSM uses 

inference to identify the lower level serialized items by referencing either a 

container or higher level product packaging when recording a transaction.    

Multiple Source Systems 

OPSM integrates with multiple source systems, capturing transactions from various 

disparate source systems as the product moves from sub-assembly, assembly, 

packaging, and distribution.  Information can also be captured from outsource 

manufacturing facilities and third-party logistics providers.  

Bottom Line 

Using the AIA Foundation Pack methodology and architecture, this pre-built 

integration provides configurable business objects that enable faster integration into 

an existing EBS system. Additionally, the business objects are reusable by 

customers and partners that wish to build their own integrations between OPSM and 

other systems.   
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With Oracle Serialization 

and Tracking Process 

Integration Pack you get: 

• A comprehensive 

serialization and 

tracking solution. 

• Aids compliance to 

regulations 

• Seamless integration 

between OPSM and 

EBS. 

• Decreased 

implementation time 

and risk 

• Lower total cost of 

ownership. 

RELATED PRODUCTS 

AND SERVICES:  

• Oracle Pedigree and 

Serialization Manager 

• Oracle E-Business Suite 

• Oracle Applications 

Integration Architecture 

• Oracle Fusion Middleware 

 KEY BENEFITS 

 


